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but you can make it colorful and layer as many as you want with these mask templates! Would you like to make your own face changing masks? Yours may not be as intricate as painted silks, thin silk masks layered on top of each other and then dramatically peeled off one at a time. Part of Sichuan Opera during the Qing dynasty and its secrets are carefully guarded. Performers have been blending during the Qing Dynasty to form what is now known as Sichuan Opera. Face changing became a part of the Sichuan Opera repertoire. Costumes, masks, acrobatics, clowning, amazing
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WELCOME TO CHENGDU, CHINA!

One of the most impressive sights in Chengdu is the incredible Leshan Giant Buddha statue, which took 90 years to build. Built in 803 AD, the statue is 71 meters high and 24 meters wide. The entire area was declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1996. The Buddha statue is one of the largest statues in the world, and it is considered a symbol of Buddhism in China. It is located in the Leshan area, which is known as the cradle of Buddhism in China. The Buddha statue is made of stone and represents the historical Buddha, Shakyamuni. It is carved into a mountain face and is surrounded by two large stone lions. The Buddha statue is a major tourist attraction and is visited by millions of people each year.
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We hope you enjoyed this week's activities! Be sure and post pictures of your camp activities online. If you want to see Chengdu's irrigation system, check out the video below from National Geographic. It has amazing views of the Dujiangyan Irrigation System! Check it out for yourself!
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There are many different types of Buddhism in the world, and even within the country of China, there are different schools and variations. One of the most recognized forms of Buddhism in China is Chan Buddhism, which emphasizes meditation and the direct experience of enlightenment. The most famous Chan Buddhism temple in China is the Lingyin Temple in Hangzhou, which dates back to the 3rd century AD. It is considered one of the most sacred temples in China and is known for its beautiful gardens and temples. Another popular form of Buddhism in China is Tibetan Buddhism, which focuses on meditation and the teachings of the Dalai Lama and other Tibetan religious leaders. The most famous Tibetan Buddhist temple in China is the Potala Palace in Lhasa, which is the former residence of the Dalai Lama and is considered a symbol of Tibetan Buddhism.
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The Dujiangyan Irrigation System is one of the most famous and important irrigation systems in the world. It was built more than 2,000 years ago and has been in continuous use ever since. The system consists of several channels, dams, and reservoirs that work together to transport water from the Min River to the Chengdu Plain, which is the location of the first Buddhist temple in China. The scenic summit of Mount Emei includes a temple complex that was built in the 8th century AD. The temple complex is one of the most important Buddhist sites in China and is known for its beautiful gardens and temples. Another important feature of the Dujiangyan Irrigation System is its role in environmental conservation. Because of its success in panda conservation, the Base has become a leader and educator in the field. The Base has tackled issues such as disease and genetic challenges among both giant and red pandas to help build the panda population. The Base was founded in 1987 with six pandas and has grown to become one of the largest facilities for giant pandas and other rare animals in the world.
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One of the most famous things in Chengdu is a centuries old irrigation system. That's right! A sprinkler is a great example of an irrigation tool! DPRK produces toilet paper rolls! In China, there are many different types of toilet paper rolls, including traditional rolling paper, flat paper, and toilet paper with a perforated edge. The most popular type of toilet paper in China is the flat paper, which is thinner and more absorbent than traditional rolling paper.-flat paper. The DPRK produces toilet paper rolls! In China, there are many different types of toilet paper rolls, including traditional rolling paper, flat paper, and toilet paper with a perforated edge. The most popular type of toilet paper in China is the flat paper, which is thinner and more absorbent than traditional rolling paper.
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